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Henri Nouwen was a spiritual thinker with an unusual capacity to write about the life of Jesus and

the love of God in ways that have inspired countless people to trust life more fully. Most widely read

among the over 40 books Father Nouwen wrote is In the Name of Jesus. For a society that

measures successful leadership in terms of the effectiveness of the individual, Father Nouwen

offers a counter definition that is witnessed by a "communal and mutual experience." For Nouwen,

leadership cannot function apart from the community. His wisdom is grounded in the foundation that

we are a people "called." This beautiful guide to Christian Leadership is the rich fruit of Henri

Nouwen's own journey as one of the most influential spirtiual leaders of the 20th century.
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Having just completed a seminary course on the life and writings of Henri Nouwen, I've come to the

conclusion that I really admire and appreciate Henri Nouwen, the man, and really don't like Henri

Nouwen, the author. I've read several of his books that simply didn't connect with me at all, though I

know that they are hugely popular and helpful to scores of other people.There is no question that

among Henri Nouwen's books that I have read, "In the Name of Jesus" was definitely the most

meaningful and helpful to me. I suspect that my resonance with this book is connected to his

starting assumptions. Rather than struggles like fear and loneliness which are largely unknown to

me and which were so central to several of his other books, I definitely identify with the temptations,

described in "In the Name of Jesus," to be relevant, spectacular, and powerful. Each of these three



is very attractive to me, so the book seemed to be speaking directly to me in ways that the other

books simply did not.The first issue that Nouwen addressed is relevance. Nouwen offers a helpful

corrective to our frequent obsession with relevance, suggesting that we need to make sure that our

pursuit of relevance is subservient to our pursuit of God. On page 24, he says, "The question is not:

How many people take you seriously? How much are you going to accomplish? Can you show

some results? But: Are you in love with Jesus?...Do you know the incarnate God?" That is a

message that we continually need to hear, so that we keep focused on the most important thing of

knowing God while continuing to give appropriate attention to the less important things like

relevance.The second temptation, to be spectacular, is a big one for me.
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